MUCKY BUCKET FARM LIMITED Farm Coordinator and Event Leader
We are looking for a Farm Coordinator and Event Leader who possesses a passion for animals and an infectious nature in sharing that
passion with others. Duties will include leading and managing team members in the provision of care and husbandry tasks for the animals
(equine, birds, small animals, alpaca, goats and sheep) at Mucky Bucket Farm. Additionally the Farm Coordinator and Event Leader will lead
and deliver events with the mobile farm. The role involves transporting the animals and leading a team to deliver an efficient and well
organised animal encounter for our customers. Offering a personal and interactive experience is essential to guarantee the best customer
satisfaction.
This role will…
Report to Victoria Hobin.
Manage a small team of farm hands in a variety of therapeutic, educational and private hire visits for our customers in an organised and
engaging manor.
Co-ordinate care and husbandry routines for all the animals of MUCKY BUCKET FARM LIMITED.
A successful Farm Coordinator and Event Leader is enthusiastic, physically fit, compassionate and caring towards all the animals and has
the ability to lead an engaging and passionate team.
Candidates must be passionate about animals, physically fit, social, enthusiastic, possess an aptitude for learning, able to communicate
clearly and effectively, and be a self-starter and hit the ground running. The ideal candidate is required to deliver the highest value of service
to support MUCKY BUCKET FARM LIMITED’s key customers, driving the relationship between the customers and MUCKY BUCKET FARM
LIMITED ever closer. They must be diligent and unwavering in leading and providing the proper provision of care to all animals.
What you’ll be doing
The primary role of the Farm Coordinator and Event Leader is to the relationship with MUCKY BUCKET FARM LIMITED’s most important
corporate partners. You will be tasked with helping to grow MUCKY BUCKET FARM LIMITED’s footprint through deepening our existing
great relationships and helping to promote new solutions, features or content.

Farm Coordinator and Event Leader Responsibilities:
Lead team members on events offering a variety of therapeutic, educational and private hire visits for our customers in an organised and
engaging manor.
Be confident at delivering educational and informative material to the general public while showing a genuine passion for the variety of
animals Mucky Bucket Farm exhibits.
Be a confident driver willing to partake in a B + E trailer training course if not already qualified.
Conduct general care tasks for all animals including, but not limited to, supplying them with food, water and keeping their living space
clean and safe.
Record daily observations and other relevant record keeping.
Carry out husbandry tasks to maintain good animal condition, such as: hoof trimming/nail clipping, grooming/bathing, flea/worming,
vaccinations and providing minerals and supplements.
Develop and create enrichment activities.
Maintain animal enclosures, equipment and enrichment facilities.
Assist in farm animal breeding and raising procedures such as shearing.
Lead projects and research aimed at increasing staff and public knowledge of animal care and husbandry utilising a variety of media
methods.
Create social media content relevant to the animals care and husbandry.
Requirements:
Age 25 + (due to vehicle insurance restrictions).
Hold a valid U.K. driving license (preferably with B + E trailer training but this can be provided when in the role).
Be confident with animals and understand their behaviour.
Have outstanding interpersonal skills and enjoy working with the general public.
A strong, determined individual that is happy to work in all weather conditions.
The individual needs to be physically fit and have the ability to navigate uneven surfaces as well as operate tools used to conduct
husbandry and maintenance tasks (rakes, spades, shovels, hammer, staple gun etc).

Inhouse training will be given in all aspects of the job role.
Self-driven, proactive, be able to work independently.
Excellent communication skills and interpersonal skills.
Passion for customer service.

Who we are:
MUCKY BUCKET FARM LIMITED provides unique farm animal encounters to educational establishments, businesses, individuals and
communities. Our services include Goga (goat yoga), parties, educational, therapeutic, events and private hire.
Our vision. To educate, invoke happiness and have a positive impact on the health and wellbeing of individuals, their families and
communities.
Take a look at our website here https://www.muckybucketfarm.co.uk
How your first year will look:
First month
· Work alongside the team to gain experience on animal handling, husbandry and behaviour.
· Familiarise yourself with business vehicles and equipment.
· Support the team in delivering the full suite of Mucky Bucket Farm events and packages.
· Learn the business routines and administrative processes.
First 3 months
· Grow into the role of event leader co-ordinating the team in the setup and delivery of events.
· Look for improvements and ways to make efficiencies to current practices.
· Co-ordinate day-to-day care and welfare provision to animals.
· Continue as needed with other key role activities and projects.
First 6 months
· Continue the early stage work and role integration – feel like you are part of the team
· Become an established leader of all farm related activities and events.
· Keep our core values and business policies in mind and discuss with Victoria Hobin any ideas, observations and opportunities you
encounter
· Lead onsite projects and grow own knowledge through research and development.
· Continue as needed with other key activities/requirements/targets

